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IDROMAR MC12S
DUPLEX WATERMAKER

1000Lt/h 
        

   

Product price:  

46.000,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

IDROMAR MC12S DUPLEX WATERMAKER 1000Lt/h 

The Watermaker IDROMAR MC12S DUPLEX is composed of two reverse osmosis plants in a
single frame with the possibility of simultaneous or independent operation with capacity 1000Lt/h

IDROMAR MC12S DUPLEX is an osmosis plant recommended when the demand for drinking
water from the user is not satisfied by a single plant.

The Watermaker IDROMAR is a reverse osmosis plant with a capacity of 1000Lt/h very compact
and efficient, thanks to its modular composition is easy to install and operate.

The Watermaker IDROMAR with a capacity of 1000Lt/h is incredibly accessible to facilitate the
operations of ordinary or extraordinary maintenance and therefore all the works majr can be
performed from the front panel.

It is also possible to design the unit with all components incorporated such as the prefeeding
pump, sand filters and regeneration tank. The MC12S Duplex Watermaker clearly takes up more
space but simplifies installation, and the entire unit is compact and aesthetically pleasing.

Osmotic units can work in serpar or simultaneous mode. The data below is for 2 units working
simultaneously. The osmosis system has numerous accessories that can be combined to
improve its reliability, efficiency and facilitate its operation and accessibility.

The osmosis system has numerous accessories that can be combined to improve its reliability,
efficiency and accessibility.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS WATERMAKER IDROMAR MC12S DUPLEX 1000Lt/h

Hourly production at 25°C: 1000Lt/h
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Daily production at 25°C: 24000 Lt/day
Produced water salinity: 300/400 PPM
Power consumption: 12 KW
Length: 1100 mm
Width: 550 mm
Height: 900 mm
Weight: 350 Kg

Hydraulic connections

Sea suction: 2'' x 1"
Caskets suction: 2'' x 1"
Exhaust: 2'' x 1"
Production: 2'' x 1/2"

If you are looking for another watermaker similar to the Idromar then we suggest you browse our
entire catalog dedicated to nautical watermakers.

Images and technical data are not binding.

Phasellus eros justo, elementum convallis scelerisque at, euismod sit amet sem. Suspendisse et nulla pulvinar, viverra ligula sed, vehicula quam. Integer ornare, metus eu facilisis auctor, dolor ante malesuada massa, volutpat finibus tortor ipsum in lorem. Donec sodales lacus imperdiet, feugiat massa vel, fringilla dolor. Aliquam ac lacus vitae lorem pretium pretium eu id quam. Morbi eu auctor ante. Aliquam erat volutpat. Morbi eu ultricies mi, non feugiat ligula. Phasellus gravida lacinia eleifend. Donec at erat porta, efficitur metus eu, porta turpis.

  

Product features:  

Power (W): 12000
Length (mm): 1100
Width (mm): 550
Height (mm): 900
Feed Type: 230 V
Production for hour at 25°C (Lt/h): 1000
Daily production at 25°C (Lt/day): 24000
Salinity of water produced (PPM): 300/400
Capacity (Lt/h): 1000
Remote panel: Digital
Weight (Kg): 350
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